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From the Rector

As ever, I am grateful to our contributors who have made this
second lockdown edition of the E-pistle possible. It always amazes
me how content suddenly materialises when it is needed!
I hope that this will be our last lockdown edition of the E-pistle
for 2021 and indeed for ever. Back in March 2020 I instigated
the E-pistle as a means of maintaining community in our Parish
during the pandemic. I know that many of you greatly value the
way in which it has achieved that. During those weeks of the first
lockdown when the E-pistle was a weekly publication I constantly wondered ‘will this be the
week we run out of copy?’. Amazingly, we didn’t and some weeks we put out more than 50
page editions.
After the present lockdown we will continue with the E-pistle as a seasonal publication to
accompany us as we journey through the liturgical year together. Readers of the E-pistle will
notice that the bulk of content is supplied by a few of our clergy. This is something that needs
to change if the E-pistle is to continue to do its job and be sustainable. So I do encourage you
all to consider submitting articles. They do not need to be scholarly or technical or lengthy.
Short reflective, personal pieces are always welcome and enrich the sense of community
created here. You might like to write about a place that has special significance for you in
terms of your journey of faith, or a hymn that inspires you etc. This kind of sharing can be a
real encouragement to one another.
With our next edition due for Advent/Christmas, you might like to start preparing a contribution
about a special Christmas, a favourite carol, a treasured recipe etc.
Pax,

The Reverend Canon Dr Benjamin Edwards
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FROM THE PULPIT
Arguing and Stumbling on the Way
The Reverend Benjamin Edwards

Sermon “Why Were You Arguing on the Way?” - Sunday 19 September

G
we have before us today (Mark 9.30-37) has a very awkward moment.
T
On the journey from Galilee to Capernaum Jesus has been trying to teach his disciples
some very heavy stuff – foreshadowing his betrayal, his death and resurrection no less.
he

ospel passage

You would think this would get their attention, fuel their imaginations. Their lack of
comprehension is understandable. This teaching is profound. But they fail to engage. They
fall silent. They didn’t understand and were afraid to admit so. I suppose it was pride that
stopped them from exposing their confusion. It is at this point that the narrative of the
journey abruptly stops.
The next thing we hear is Jesus asking them a question at the house in Capernaum. This
seems to suggest that they had fallen out of step with him on the journey home. Not too
out of step … Jesus could hear that they had been talking amongst themselves. In fact
he could hear enough to know that they had been arguing … but they were out of step
enough that it wasn’t strange that he should ask what they were going on about. One
wonders why they had got out of step… who fell behind whom? Did Jesus lag behind
shaking his head thinking ‘no matter how many times I tell them, how many ways I try
to explain they just don’t get it…’ or did they lag behind, the disciples peeling off and
keeping a safe distance as it were because they didn’t want to risk getting caught out in
conversation with Jesus and having their lack of understanding exposed or maybe they
didn’t want to have to bluff their way through more of this weird talk about Sons of Man
and dying and rising?
Back at the house, journey over, things get awkward. ‘What were you arguing about on
the way?’, asks Jesus, and they fall silent. Shame? Embarrassment? It’s like that moment
when the teacher catches you talking in class, “Perhaps you would like to share what’s
so important with the rest of us?”, and all one can offer up is a feeble, “Nothing Sir/
Miss”. There Jesus was, trying to explain to them something about the greatest mystery
of all time, his death and resurrection, preparing them for it, and their response was to
squabble amongst themselves as to who is the most important. And now they are tacit.
One can almost hear the deep sigh Jesus must have exhaled as, assuming the posture
of teacher, he sits down, and calls them to join him. The lesson for the disciples on this
occasion is in humility and hospitality. Jesus demonstrates to them that life in the kingdom
is not about attaining status and prestige but that it is about offering welcome. Welcome
to everyone. Welcome to the least, those who offer nothing. That is the measure of living
in the kingdom which the disciples need to reckon with.
This passage seems to have a lot to say to us now – as a parish, as a church, as a worldwide
Communion, as a global faith.It also speaks to us as individual pilgrims on the way. The
question of Jesus penetrates across the centuries. “What were you arguing about on the
way?”
How many times have our petty human squabbles stopped us from engaging with the
things of abiding significance?
How many times as a parish have we allowed arguments with each other to distract us
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from our real vocation as a community?
How many times as a Church have we Anglicans allowed arguments amongst ourselves
to consume energy, good will and waste the potential we have to pursue our mission?
How many arguments swirl about us right now about who is the greatest – whose
theological outlook, whose growth rate, whose worship is the best?
How many times as Christians have we argued among ourselves again in ways that
undermine our vocation to be the Body of Christ in the world.
It would seem that from the get-go we Christians have had a propensity to argue among
ourselves. It mightn’t always be about who is the greatest, but invariably it gets in the
way of our calling to offer welcome and be hospitable.
Oh that we could get past the arguing. Call a truce. Let go of the need to be right or the
best or the most important or the purest. Because I feel there is going to be an almighty
uncomfortable silence one day when, letting out a deep sigh, Jesus says to the faithful
‘What were you arguing about on the Way?’
Do we really think he’ll be impressed when we say:
“Well… we were arguing about the efficacy of sacraments, the number of sacraments,
who can officiate at sacraments, who can receive sacraments, whether Saturday or
Sunday is the sabbath, what the proper date of Easter is, whether salvation is predestined,
whether women can be priests, whether priests can be married, whether gay people can
be married, transubstantiation, the primacy of the Papacy, papal infallibility, whether
there can be singing, statues, paintings in churches, whether the pews should stay or
go, what time the services should be at, what the clergy should wear, whether women
should wear hats in church or veils or have their hair cut short, which version of the
Bible is best, what language our prayers should be in, whether the Spirit proceeds from
the Father or from the Father and the Son, what shape a church should be…”
Or will we all fall silent, look at the floor and wish we had given up on the arguing
and occupied ourselves with worthier things like welcoming. Welcoming those who
need to know the Good News. Welcoming those who carry burdens that need lifting.
Welcoming those who hunger for peace, for mercy, for forgiveness, for love, welcoming
those who think they don’t need anything and those who don’t know what they need;
the unimportant, the controversial, the worthless. And welcoming Jesus.
I wonder.

Sermon “Stumbling” - Sunday September 26

Like most vicars, I normally look at the upcoming Sunday’s readings early in the week
to allow them to rest in my subconscious in the hope that by the time I come to write my
sermon some kind of interplay of cretaiovity, theological imaginatyion and indeed the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit will take effect, making the task of composing a sermon
clearer than it would otherwise be. I tend to hope that there is something I glean right
there at first blush that catches my attention and gives me a sense of the likely direction
that i will be taking. This week, looking at the readings for the first time, that didn’t
happen. There was no instantaneous spark of inspiration. I scoured them for that point of
curiosity, tension, reassurance or whatever might be a suitable launchpad for reflection.
And nothing seemed to grab me. No stand out phrase or theme. And while the Gospel
passage is often a useful starting point or filter for the rest, I couldn’t seem to get past
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how gothic it was this week – exorcisms, demons, self-mutilation, unquenchable fire...
Perhaps I’m getting mellow as I age, but I just didn’t feel like I quite knew what to do with
all of that. By mid-week it seemed I was lost and heading up a dead-end alley on Writers
Block.
And then inspiration hit me. Quite literally. It hit me with such force that I didn’t realise
for a few hours. Wednesday morning while I was out for a morning jog with the dog, I
ended up flat on the ground on the edge of Telopea Park. As I was attempting to merge
from the curbside to the track running down the edge of the park I hit a patch of wet
grass. It must have been an amusing sight for anyone in the vicinity. One moment up and
running, the next face firmly planted in the ground. Arm and knee grazed and stinging.
Pride bruised and battered. It was only several hours later that I realised this seemingly
unfortunate event would clarify my hermeneutic approach to today’s readings. Because
when I returned to the passages later there was one phrase, well, really one word, which
stood out to me. Stumbling. Aha! There’s my sermon I thought.
Stumbling has been a big issue for churches, physically and spiritually. Apparently the
major cause of insurance claims against churches was for some time trip and fall injuries.
Given the age of many congregations and the nature of church buildings and sites, this is
hardly surprising. But I think there are plenty non-physical stumbling blocks around our
churches that we need to clear away; or sinful impulses that cause us to stumble which we
need to cut off, as it were.
Today’s Gospel reading shows how spiritual stumbling is a problem for our Church
communities as well. In this passage we find Jesus engaging with the disciples about the
things that need to be sacrificed, the things that need to be let go of, in order to fully enter
into the life of the Kingdom that he is inaugurating. We see that the disciples themselves
have been stumbling on the way and Jesus warns them that the behaviour and attitudes
that have been surfacing among them are the very kind of things that will cause spiritual
stumbling and keep them away from the Kingdom. This speaks to us as well, urging
the community of faith to practice an appropriate measure of self-awareness and selfscrutiny to the end that we guard against letting our predilections, our insecurities, our
self-righteousness, need for control, power, status and influence become things by which
we trip ourselves up or indeed cause others to stumble.
The image of self-mutilation used here by Jesus is rather dramatic. Even though it is selfmutilation here as a remedy for perceived sin – not the hacking apart of people by external
religious authorities – it is extremely confronting. I get the sense that Jesus is rather
provocative and using his trademark hyperbole to make his point, because I don’t think
these words are actually addressed to us as individuals or meant to be taken literally (we
don’t hear of any of the disciples actually putting this into practice).
When we contemplate the Church with a capital ‘C’, across the ages and into our own
day, we can easily spot some well worn trip hazards: disunity is one. Hypocrisy another.
Corruption and collusion with power. Abuse and cover up scandals. These are all
distressing, sinful failings which have caused many little ones to stumble. The process
of hacking away, cutting off the causes of these sins is an ongoing one and we need to
dedicate ourselves to seeing it through. While many groan about the compliance with
our safe ministry protocols, we need to see this for what it is: an important sign of our
commitment to hacking off the stumbling block of abuse which poor governance allowed
to flourish.
The disciples’s suspicions of the exorcist who wasn’t ‘one of them’ belie the temptation that
churches, whether they be international historic denominations or new house churches,
can be easily led into thinking that they control the check in counters of the kingdom. Jesus
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radically expands the disciples’ sense of where the kingdom is, with the “unlicensed”,
unordained exorcist a sign that the institutional church is not co-terminus with the
kingdom. Yes, the church is the community of the kingdom and is specially blessed and
graced for this vocation, but it doesn’t own and govern the kingdom.
Policies and practices that manage and control who can be in or out are sometimes
proclaimed loudly and harshly, or creep in and are applied in a sort of sinister,
Foucauldian way. And this sets up a number of stumbling blocks. Last week I reflected
with you on the preceding part of this chapter and Jesus’s question to the disciples
“What were you arguing about along the Way?” Along with hypocrisy, disunity – that
phenomenon of suspicion, hostility and rancour among Christians – is perhaps one
of the biggest stumbling blocks lying around the churchyard as it were. The Fourth
Century was rife with such debates and struggles in the life of the church, perhaps only
to be eclipsed in this by the 16th century. While the ecumenical movement of the 20th
century achieved much in terms of hacking away the scandal of suspicion and disunity
among Christians, our Anglican Communion now finds itself in a state where some selfmutilation is in order to ensure that Anglicanism remains a broad church denomination.
One of the greatest commendations of Anglicanism has been its maturation into a
broadchurch communion: a capacious space, theologically and liturgically, which could
be a microcosm of ecumenism, from the spikiest anglo-catholic, to the “primmest”
and “properest” Prayer Booker to the cheesiest, most earnest evangelical, the leftest of
liberals and the happiest-clappiest charismatic, there was room for all. Yet it seems the
stumbling blocks of self-righteousness, rivalry, distrust and judgmentalism are being
strewn about the Communion. We ought to rejoice in our diversity.
But just like in a household with toddlers, or when out running in the park, it often
doesn’t take much for a spiritual stumble to occur. It’s not just the big scandals that
cause damage. It is often the very unnoticeable trip hazards – the little power plays, the
lip-service Christianity.
As a parish we are embarking on a process of establishing a vision for the future of this
community; thinking about the type of community we are being called to be. Today’s
Gospel speaks into that process right as we begin – it invites us to ponder the stumbling
blocks lying around here. What gets in the way from others finding and experiencing
the kingdom here? What are the the things that trip us up in our own discipleship?
Let’s open our eyes and start noticing; and then let’s start seeing what we can cut off
(metaphoroically speaking, of course!).

Sermon - “Repair My Church” Sunday 3 October (St Francis)

F
P
B
, known to us as St Francis of Assisi,
G
was born in Assisi, Umbria, in 1182. This was pretty much right in the middle of
the so-called High Middle Ages. The High Middle Ages were a period of foment and
iovanni

rancesco di

ietro di

ernardone

cultural renewal in western Europe. The 12th Century Renaissance stimulated political,
intellectual, cultural and economic development which, like some of the other ‘minirenaissances’ of the middle ages, would set foundations for the later Renaissance
proper. This was a period which saw the rise of the merchant towns; the transition
from Romanesque to Gothic aesthetics and art; the foundation of the first European
universities, and in the intellectual world the advent of scholasticism and the beginnings
of the revival of classical languages and Roman law. It was also an era of expanding
trade between Europe and the east and the creation of the Hanseatic League in the
north. There were also advances in the sciences and technology: windmills, paper
manufacturing, the magnetic compass, spectacles, advances in building techniques that
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enabled the erection of wondrous gothic churches; the wine press, the domestic chimney,
oil paint, liquor, mirrors, rat traps, chain mail, the trebuchet. This is an era that has firmly
impressed itself upon our cultural memory and with good reason: this is the age of the
martyrdom of Thomas Beckett (in 1170), Richard the Lionheart, Saladin, King John and
Magna Carta, Crusades and heresy trials, of picture book castles, and of the legendary
Robin Hood.
It was also the age of an extremely powerful papacy which asserted its spiritual authority
through feudal power over princes, kings and emperors, and despite the best efforts of some
Kings and emperors, the papacy would lose very few feathers in the great pecking order
church-state disputes of the time, known as the Investiture Controversies. They were settled
in the early 12th Century with the result that for the time being, kings wouldn’t encroach
on the Church’s jurisdiction and, when commanded by popes, kings would continue to get
down on their knees and perform penance rather than risk excommunication and being
anathematised.
All was not rosy in western Christendom. There were the bothersome carryings on of
some Christians who, for the institutionally minded, were becoming a bit too earnest about
their Christianity and drawing attention to what they saw as inconsistencies between
Christian ideals and catholic realities. Some of them had even begun translating parts of
the Bible into their own languages and preaching without permission. Calls for reform,
frequently dismissed as heresy, along with actual heretical movements, were becoming
a significant problem for the Church and so the Inquisition was being established as an
effective instrument against heresy and disunity, with early testing of its methods tried
against Waldensians and Cathars, and the new order of Dominicans were despatched to
properly indoctrinate the deviant. Some princes and emperors, such as the Holy Roman
Emperor Henry III (1039-56), also recognised the need for reform in the ranks of the Church
(sometimes very conveniently aligned with their own political interests) and sought to use
their power and influence to bring about change.
Movements for renewal and reform had also been stirring within the Church itself since
the 11th century, from the highest echelons such as the reforms of Pope Gregory VII (107385), and through the renewal of monastic life led by famous abbeys such as Cluny. The
intermeshing of secular and spiritual authority meant that the contamination of worldliness
would inevitably lead to corruption and exploitation of ecclesiastical offices. (Clerical
celibacy was proposed as a solution to the growing problems of simony which facilitated
the appropriation of ecclesiastical property by powerful families). Reforming the clergy
would be a long process, but steps were formally taken to reform the clergy in 1215 at the
Fourth Lateran Council. Amongst the Council’s injunctions against clerical participation
in drinking games and gambling, holding of secular offices and dishonest pursuit, other
curious reforming censures included the banning of clergy from wearing buckles, wearing
red or green garments and pointed shoes. This was also the Council that settled a number of
theological issues including the doctrine of transubstantiation and tallying the sacraments
at 7. Its requirement that Jews be ordered to wear distinctive dress and remain in ghettos is
a chilling reminder of the deep embedding of anti-semitism in the European psyche.
All of this contributed to the zeitgeist of the world into which Francis of Assisi was born,
one of the great revitalisers of Christianity in the Middle Ages. The son of a Francophile
import-export merchant, religious experiences would change the course of Francis’s life,
turning him from a young soldier, man about town, to mendicant friar and founder of
a religious order. His transformation had many dramatic and some rather eccentric
features which led him to radical self-deprivation, humility and extreme compassion and
generosity. Visions, dreams and prayers played an important role in forming him for his
new life. He identified an encounter with a leper, which concluded with Francis giving the
leper money and kissing his hand, as the pivotal moment for him – the moment he “left
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the world”. Another significant moment for Francis occurred in 1205. He loved to pray in
empty churches and chapels. One day in the dilapidated Church of St Damian outside
Assisi, Francis was praying when he had a vision. A voice seemed to to speak to him from
the Church’s crucifix. Three times he heard it say to him ‘Francis, repair my church, which
as you can see is in ruins.’
Francis took the message literally, and manually repaired three local churches over the next
three years. This process led him into a clearer understanding of his vocation: he felt called
by the words of Christ to the disciples to surrender his worldly possessions and go out into
the world to preach the Gospel. His preaching in word and deed, his service of the poor, his
capacity to inspire others, his creativity and piety would lead many to see him as a second
Christ figure. Legends supporting this image of Francis abound, including one that his
mother had given birth to him in a stable. His ministry revitalised the Church in ways that
he would never have imagined that day in the Church of St Damian when he heard those
words ‘rebuild my church’.
Sometimes saints like Francis just seem too holy, too special or too mad in a religious way
for us to really think there is much that we can apply from their example. And that is the
danger of the Pellegrini plaster statue pedestalised saint. Francis is St Francis of Assisi, an
icon, a cultural artefact and historical figure that models something that seems unattainable
to us. Sort of the holy equivalent of a Mozart. The image, the legend, the genius eclipses the
human reality. Yet the same Spirit calls us to be swept away with it just like Francis was.
And I think we can find in the example of Francis some reassurances – he didn’t suddenly
go from local lad to international religious star. He responded very simply and locally to
his sense of call. He started rebuilding local churches and adopting a rhythm of prayer
and care for the poor. He didn’t begin with a plan to recruit for an international religious
order. He just got on with things where he was and with what was available to him, people
responded, and God called Francis and others into new contexts where their gifts and
service were needed.
The call to rebuild the church is a persistent one. Renewal, rebuilding, restoration and reform
are critical in the life of any institution, especially in one of the age and scope of the Church.
Whether it is the 12th century or the 21st century church that we hold up to scrutiny, it will
always be found wanting. And that is of course because the Church is a complex institution
made of up of complex people who are neither all good nor all bad. We are redeemed, yet
we are still sinners. Francis is a reminder that when there is need, God provides and doesn’t
give up on the Church. The Spirit blows, sometimes as a cooling breeze and other times as
a stormy front, fanning the sparks of faith and giving the Church new energy to continue
its mission of proclaiming the Good News and ushering in the kingdom.
I think the call of Francis ‘repair my church’ is one that speaks to nearly all Christians at
all times. These words seem to resonate with our parish community at the moment as we
embark on envisioning the ministry and mission we are called to participate in here. Francis’
response to the call ‘repair my church’ was very literal and led to the non-literal dimension
of that call opening up further to him. I pray that something similar is happening here. As
we explore together the local, material needs for repair, we pray that this will be a process
that leads to a clarification of our sense of call in terms of our shared ministry and mission.
That is something which I experienced in my former parish of Molong. I accepted the
appointment to the Parish without checking it out in advance. What I found when I arrived
was a small, agèd congregation of maybe 20-25, on a good Sunday, and a church and
buildings in much need of maintenance, restoration and renewal. For example, the post-war
annexe to the parish hall, which housed a couple of meeting rooms, had decided it would
prefer to be an independent structure and was moving away from the rest of the building
in a way that threatened to bring down a very old stone wall. The statement that the whole
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place made was that this was a place that had had its day, was tired, uncared for and of
which no one could rightly be proud. It appeared uninviting and did not offer the basic
facilities that would support ministry. Eventually the power in the church failed and one
day I put my foot through the floor, literally. We found ourselves with an enormous to do
list. Rewire the church. Repair and replace the floor. Repair the roof. Repaint the interior
of the church. Restore and rebuild parts of the hall. This was a huge undertaking for a
small country parish especially in the context of sustained drought and a Diocese that
was in financial crisis and being sued by a bank… In 2017 we got to the end of the major
works. It felt as though 50 years worth of maintenance had been caught up with. Renewal
was undertaken. The church had new lighting, new electricity, new floors, new organ
and a completely new ambience. There was a completely restored hall with underfloor
reverse cycle air conditioning, disabled access and toilets, a new kitchen and office space,
stonework was restored, a community garden was established. We even had a visit from
Gardening Australia’s Costa! The place felt alive again.
More people started turning up. Previously they had little reason to come. We could
hardly entice people when other churches in the district had such better facilities and,
ipso facto, ministries to offer. But now we now had a growing children’s ministry through

playgroup and Sunday School, we drew the community in with concerts and events, our
congregation was growing significantly. People, I think, responded to the signs of life, love
and renewal that were displayed through the revitalisation of the Parish site. The words of
Francis’s vision always make me think of that experience. Sure, it didn’t send great waves
of religious fervour throughout Christendom, but it made a difference there in that place.
That is also the challenge that was presented to me in the parish profile for Manuka:
the need for renewal and revitalisation of this Parish. I saw what could come from a
community deciding it was investing in its ministry in Molong, and I am excited by the
thought of what might happen here.
Rebuild my church. Yes, that’s a spiritual call. But as Francis’s experience reminds us,
ours is an incarnational faith, and the spiritual effect so often begins its work through the
material domain. I hope that in our vision casting we will see the connection between our
stewardship of our material resources and capacity and the spiritual work to which we
are called as like Francis we meditate on those words ‘rebuild my church’.
Below: Alas, the encounter captured here did not leave any green staining on the vicar’s thumbs.

LITURGICAL TITBITS

THE ALTAR: PART II:
Israel’s Variations on an Ancient Theme
The Reverend Elaine Farmer

by the Babylonians in 587 BCE and the sacred stones of the altar
Jeventually
scattered through the streets, says Lamentations 4:1. That altar had been in the Temple
built by Solomon, after David, who wanted to build a temple, was persuaded
erusalem was sacked

by the prophet Nathan that it was not such a great idea (2 Sam. 7:1-29). There were two
altars in King Solomon’s Temple, the altar of holocausts and the altar of perfumes (or
incense). The former was of bronze (2 Kings 16:14), the latter of cedar overlaid with gold (1
Kings 6:20-22). The presence of the altar of perfumes in Solomon’s Temple is disputed by
scholars but some claim Isaiah’s first vision as proof of its presence (Isaiah 6—the ‘burning
coal to the lips’ vision). The use of an altar of perfumes was eventually condemned but
some kind of altar for the burning of incense seems to have survived long past Solomon’s
time. The Canaanites had used cylindrical or rectangular altars of baked earth for this
purpose. Limestone altars of a similar type, often with four horns on the top, dating
from the beginning of the Israelite monarchy and conforming to the altar of perfumes
described in Ex.30:1-5, have been found.
The scholars don’t think that Solomon used the altar of holocausts built by his father,
King David (2 Sam 24:25). Solomon seems to have had a distinct penchant for anything
glitzy and expensive; recycling just wasn’t his thing. This altar was probably new, made of
bronze (1 Kings 8:64 & 2 Kings 16:15) and moveable (2 Kings 16:14). Solomon also seems to
have played fast and loose with style, his altar apparently not conforming to the decrees
in Exodus 20:24-26. Maybe he just didn’t like antiques so copied the more contemporary
style favoured by the Phoenicians of the day. More flirting with foreigners and their ways!
Solomon’s altar was replaced by King Ahaz along the lines of one he’d seen in Damascus
when he went there to swear allegiance to King Tiglath-pileser of Assyria (2 Kings 16:1016) and this again was probably of foreign design, not Israelite, or even Assyrian, but
Syrian. It was very large with steps or a ramp for access. Ahaz still kept Solomon’s old
bronze altar but used it, not to offer sacrifices, but to examine victims for omens (another
piece of religious syncretism but he does seem to have been stronger on recycling).
After the exiled Israelites returned from Babylon they rebuilt their Temple and its altar
but there is no biblical information about the altars in this Second (post-Exile) Temple.
There are two non-biblical sources from the Hellenistic period (cited by Josephus, always
a valuable source of historical comparison). One speaks of a square altar placed in an
enclosure and constructed of unhewn stones, and of another building containing a
golden altar (which would suggest one for burnt offerings, one for perfumes). But these
are much later writings and reflect biblical descriptions so strongly that their accuracy as
independent sources is questionable.

In their turn, these altars were destroyed when the Second Temple was plundered
in 169BCE during the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes. He removed the golden
altar of perfumes (presumably a very satisfying piece of plunder) and built an altar to
Zeus Olympius over the altar of holocausts. This is the pagan altar referred to as ‘the
abomination that desolates’ in Daniel 9:27 and ‘a desolating sacrilege’ in the Apocryphal
book I Maccabees 1:54. After the Jews had achieved freedom once more (through the
efforts of the Maccabees) this altar was removed, the desecrated stones used elsewhere

in the Temple (probably in a back room not associated with worship but full marks
for recycling) and a new altar constructed. These restorations included a new altar of
perfumes (I Maccabees 4:49). Both altars of the Second Temple would remain in service
until the final destruction of Jerusalem and its Temple in 70CE.
For Israel, the altar served several purposes. First, it was the ‘hearth’ of the house of God
where a fire was always kept burning just as a lamp was always lit there. Second, the
altar represented God’s presence. In early days it was associated with theophanies, or
experiences of God: Jacob called his altar at Shechem ‘El, God of Israel’ and Moses named
one altar ‘Yahweh-Nissi’, or ‘Yahweh is my rallying-standard’. When altars were built
according to particular regulations and purified annually on the Day of Atonement they
came to be regarded with particular holiness. The horns at each corner of the altar seem
to have been especially important. Victims’ blood was rubbed on them to consecrate the
altar (Lev.8:14-15) or to make atonement (Ex.30:10). The special significance of the horns
is unclear although in biblical texts horns symbolise power. There may have been some
connection with rites of ordination of priests—the right ear lobe, right thumb and right
big toe were rubbed with blood (Ex.29:20). Happily, resurrection of this ritual does not
seem likely at this stage of Anglican worship.
Finally, altars were focal points for meditation. When offerings were burnt on the altar
they became God’s and God repaid the offering with blessing: make for me only an altar
of earth and sacrifice on it your burnt offerings and your offerings of well-being, your
sheep and your oxen; in every place where I cause my name to be remembered I will
come to you and bless you (Ex.20:24). Thus was the covenant between Yahweh and Israel
re-enacted with every sacrifice or offering at the altar.
Thus our altar’s inheritance from ancient Israel. The altar would become the focus of
Christian worship and a new era of religious ritual and understanding born; following
that journey is for another day.

Churches in Early Canberra

W

Dr Susan Mary Withycombe

from NSW in 1911, the Capital Territory was a rural district, and its
clergy were engaged in a different form of ministry from that of their colleagues in a
city or even an established town. The Territory was large, its people scattered, its buildings
few, and its financial resources limited. A visit from a clergyman of any denomination was
rare in the more sparsely settled highlands, and provided an occasion for a social event as
much as a church ceremony. So a form of “bush ecumenism” developed, where Christians
of all denominations co-operated and shared their scarce resources. This pattern of ministry
was still appropriate for the capital city in its early stages. As the city grew in the 1920s,
the settled areas became more suburban than rural, but Canberra remained a country town
and its churches retained the outlook and management structures of country churches.
hen it separated

First among the local people who sought out newcomers in order to welcome them and
integrate them into a community were the clergy and their congregations. Four main
Christian denominations had been active in the district for many decades: Anglican
(“Church of England” until the 1960s), Roman Catholic, Presbyterian and Methodist. By
1911, Queanbeyan had a church building and a parsonage for each of the four, but only the
Anglicans had a separate parish and a resident clergyman in the Territory.
The only church building within the designated city area was St John the Baptist’s Church
of England, built by the Campbell family and consecrated in 1845. Anglicans had another
church at Tharwa, and the remains of one at Ginninderra, severely damaged by a storm
in 1904 and allowed to fall into ruin. The Roman Catholics had church buildings at
Tuggeranong (Sacred Heart Church, built in 1902) and Hall (St Francis Xavier, built in 1910),
having established “Mass Centres” at Acton and Yarralumla Stations much earlier. The
Presbyterians had a church on the Yass Road just west of Sullivan’s Creek, and the Methodists
had one at Weetangera, both opened in 1873. For many decades these two denominations
joined together for services in these churches, conducted by ministers from Queanbeyan,
and they also engaged in social activities together, building strong communities in both
centres.
Services did not have to be conducted in special church buildings. Schools, community
halls, private homes, even large sheds, were used instead. Not having buildings might have
made churches more adaptable to new circumstances. When the Government resumed
Acton Homestead, for example, the Roman Catholics held their services in the new “tin
shed” Acton Hall.
The Anglican parish was larger than the whole Territory. In 1911, their Rector conducted
a morning service at St John’s every Sunday, but also took monthly services at Sutton,
Tharwa, Gundaroo, Uriarra and Bulga Creek. From June, 1911, he also took a service at the
Royal Military College, Duntroon, every Sunday morning, except the first in the month
when RMC personnel were encouraged to attend Holy Communion at St John’s. The other
three denominations were based in Queanbeyan but held services within the Territory
every Sunday. Travelling long distances between centres of worship or in order to make
emergency visits to the sick or dying was the lot of every clergyman.
As clergy were scarce, lay people undertook the work of teaching and leading services.
Mary Cunningham, for example, provided Scripture lessons for the children of her
husband’s employees at Lanyon on Sundays. Kate Crace conducted Sunday School for the
children at Gungahleen, as well as an evening service in her homestead every Sunday.
At Riverview Catherine Corkhill’s religious observances impressed her grand-daughter

Margaret Sullivan: “Grandma always had the Rosary and she had more ‘trimmins’ than John
O’Brien.” The Methodist Church made the greatest use of lay leaders, with an established
system of Local Preachers and Bible Class leaders who shared ministry with the clergyman
under a Superintendent Minister, and the Presbyterians, who gave pastoral responsibility to
duly ordained Elders, were a close second.

The ministry to newcomers in Canberra grew naturally out of this well-established
pattern. Church authorities made some adjustments to accommodate a greater workload
for the clergy due to a greater population, but it was essentially a local and still a rural
ministry. In 1913, for example, the Anglican Bishop of Goulburn relieved the Rector of
St John’s, Canberra of responsibility for the churches at Sutton and Gundaroo, which
passed to the Parish of Queanbeyan, and Tharwa, which passed to the Parochial District
of Michelago. But he was still responsible for the old parish out-centres at Uriarra,
Brindabella, Ginninderra, Weetangera, Bulga Creek and Majura, as well as for the new
residential areas or camps at Acton, the Power Station, Red Hill, Westridge, Stromlo, and
Cotter River, and also for the Anglicans at Duntroon. Fortunately he had the help of a
Lay Reader, Professor F.W. Robinson from the RMC, but he needed an ordained assistant.
When the parish appointed one in August, 1914, the Bishop again made St John’s parish
responsible for Sutton and Gundaroo.
Travelling around these scattered centres took a great deal of any clergyman’s time,
the more so when the roads were mostly unsealed tracks and the principal means of
transport was the horse. When the Rector of St John’s Church of England returned from
the War in 1918 the parish bought a motor-car, but the Rev’d Frederick Ward had scruples
about using it any more than necessary and for anything other than parish business. The
Roman Catholic parish also acquired a car, but Father Hayden preferred to ride out from
Queanbeyan on a motor-cycle. He is remembered for hearing confessions while seated
on it, because it was more private for the purpose than the Acton Hall. The distances
travelled were no less, but accomplished more quickly when motor transport became
available. As the time spent in travelling diminished, however, the number of people to
be visited increased.
Canberra church members had to find money for their own local buildings and for other
essentials including stipends for their clergy. They did so by the traditional means of
social events and sales of craftwork and produce, mostly organized by women.
The women of St John’s Church of England demonstrated their fund-raising abilities early
when they catered for a Sports Day, on a chilly Saturday in May, 1915, to raise funds to
build a Mission Hall on the south side of the new city near the Power House. This hall
and the congregation that met in it was the beginning of Church of St Paul in Manuka.
The event raised enough money to meet the full cost of the hall, and the Parish Council
wanted to hold similar events every year.
Because of the War, however, they did not hold the next sports day until 4 October, 1920,
when glorious weather attracted a large crowd. The sports included foot-races for girls
and boys as well as for adult athletes, all keenly contested; but the equestrian events
excited the most enthusiasm. The climax of the day was a ladies’ flag race. Many young
women entered, and the final was fought out between local champions Miss L. Blundell
and Miss Margaret Morrison. “These young equestriennes gave the public a display of
horsemanship rarely seen in the country, and right from the word ‘go’ made the pace a
cracker.” The Duntroon band played under the baton of J.S. Wells, who also played the
organ at St John’s; items for sale, including sheep, were bought at a good price and often
donated back for resale; and for those who still had energy there was a dance that night.
The whole event was pronounced an outstanding success.
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Like their friends from other denominations, the Roman Catholic women raised funds
by organizing bazaars and sales of work, concerts and card-parties, sports days and
dances, as well as going about their neighbourhoods collecting donations in cash and in
kind. The parish clergy encouraged them to seek out newcomers and welcome them into
the fold. Mrs Elizabeth Morrison of Tralee Station was one who took this responsibility
seriously. She invited young public servants to come to her home after Mass on Sundays
“for tennis and music”. Leslie Dennis Lyons of the Attorney General’s Department
enjoyed her hospitality, but his interests went beyond music and tennis. On 15 August,
1929, he married the Morrisons’ daughter Margaret, the accomplished horsewoman, at
St Gregory’s, Queanbeyan.
Most popular of fund-raising social events were the balls. The first full-scale Canberra
Catholic Ball was held at the Hotel Kurrajong on 7 September, 1927, and was pronounced
“a triumph”. The Convent Ball soon became a major event on Canberra’s social calendar.
It was associated with a “Queen Competition”, in which the competing young women
were all good-looking country girls, but they were judged more on their fund-raising
abilities than their beauty. Miss Kathleen Corkhill, daughter of Robert and Catherine
Corkhill of Riverview, was crowned as Canberra’s first “Queen” after winning a close
contest in the spring of 1928.
These occasions involved everybody, not just members of the church concerned. They
provided for busy people a day or a night out, an opportunity to dress up and meet
others and have fun together. They introduced newcomers to people other than their
workmates; they gave some lonely, housebound women a satisfying outlet for their
talents, and enabled people of limited financial means to make substantial contributions
of their time and labour. These activities were demanding for the organizers and
their helpers, but they enabled people to work together as a team, and so to develop
friendships. They served the churches well and also received new residents into an
established community, a network of friendship and support.

A FRACTURING CHURCH IN SEARCH OF A NEW WAY
The Reverend Elaine Farmer

The Problem …

Introduction

R
plague. It is not a plague endemic to our Church. It has infected all religions ever
since human beings began dancing around campfires, offering sacrifices to whatever god
ecently there has been a renewed outbreak within the Anglican Church of an ancient

they believed rewarded their own goodness and smote their enemies — the ones they
feared lurked in the darkness, were out to get them, kill them, enslave them and, one
way or another, make a muck of their comfortable ways of doing things. We have seen
this phenomenon at work throughout the centuries; witness the Christian Crusades, the
Catholic Inquisition, Oliver Cromwell’s Puritan England, and, within recent decades,
Islamist extremism. The vast majority of Moslems deplore the barbarities committed,
and wars waged, in the name of Allah, but there are adherents to their faith who believe
their way of violent jihad is the right way, just as the preceding centuries’ Christian
zealots believed in their ‘right ways’.

It Has Ever Been Thus …
Many who believe their way is the right way of doing things, of ordering society, shaping
culture and worshipping God, maintain that everyone should conform, or be made to
conform, to their ideal. This phenomenon is, of course, not confined to religions and
their institutions. It comes out to play wherever and whenever humans band together
for one reason or another. However, I’m not concerned here with any secular cultural
or political ‘bondings’ per se. I’m concerned only with the Anglican Church in general,
with the ways it neglects its health, catches cold and sneezes over everybody, making
many adherents of the faith anxious and uncertain about everything they’d ever believed
about their Church.
The arguments for change mount up. The numbers of the faithful attending church
are declining so the way we ‘do church’ must be wrong, tired, outdated and should be
ditched. Young people mostly prefer their own music so organs, choirs and traditional
church music must be wrong, tired, outdated and should be ditched. The remaining
people who go to church are old, tired and on the way out anyway so their opinions and
preferences must be wrong, tired, outdated and should be ditched. And so it goes on; I
don’t need to labour the point further.

Part 1: When Virtue is Blind: Friends or Enemies?

The Majority View …
I don’t think the majority of Anglicans are looking to fight each other about fine points
of theology, or how church services should be run, or what clergy should wear, or
whether candles or incense should be allowed — the list of points of possible dispute
is long. I think the majority of Anglicans go to church on Sunday to worship their God,
to chat with their friends, and then wander off to enjoy the rest of the day and another
week feeling uplifted and at peace. Most people simply aren’t interested in the deep
theological debates that have run hot over centuries. Furthermore, where once the
Church ruled and had power over people’s lives, now it holds far less sway. Dictation is
out. Life is a balance of many things and most people are well able to make their own
decisions about what is important to them and enhances their spiritual lives.

I say ‘the majority of Anglicans’ and I make no distinction between Evangelical- or
Catholic-minded Anglicans, or liberal, or charismatic, or any other Anglican hue. I think
it important that, when times are fractious as they are within the Church periodically,
we think of ourselves as one, regardless of personal preferences, and that we adhere to
arguments for unity rather than standing aside waving our differences in other people’s
faces.
Of course, there will always be a number who would not agree with this approach and
believe, no doubt in good faith, that the alleged errant must be brought back to ‘the true
fold’. They are not always wise in the methods they choose.
Troublemakers …
A lot of trouble begins with names. Anglicanism exists as a multi-coloured spectrum
with shades and nuances from end to end. Most Anglicans have traditionally made
their home in the Broad Middle rather than at the far ends of the spectrum, or at least
somewhere along the line between the most extreme Evangelical and Catholic ways of
thinking. The difficulty is that, the further you go from the Middle, the less room for
mutual understanding seems to exist. Literalist or fundamentalist voices become more
powerful, the rhetoric becomes more strident, and words like Evangelical, Protestant and
Catholic begin to sound like weapons rather than simply names for a way of thinking.
Words then begin to drip with passion, and help force what should be open-minded
debate between friends into hard-edged binary screaming matches.
Enter two troublesome beasts: ideology and zealotry. They are well able to dress up in
anyone’s fine clothes and press their causes with fine words but they are frequently
very badly behaved. They will blatantly call black white, bad-mouth their opponents
and piously assert that God is on their side. Sadly, ideology and zealotry are alive and
screaming for attention within the Church as well as in secular politics and it’s possible
to identify a number of groups where they make mischief.
But First, A Little History …
I like to stick to the historical nicety that Henry VIII never wanted to establish a new
church; he just wanted a divorce. If he could achieve that only by thumbing his nose at
the Pope in Rome, then so be it. Once he’d broken with Rome he set himself up as head
of the Catholic Church in England and wasn’t all that keen about changing anything.
But those who wanted change, the new Protestants, so-called because they wanted no
more truck with Rome and Romish ways, saw their chance. The light of possibility
winked through the crack in the fortress walls of the Church and there really was no
way to stop Protestant crowbars from being shoved in the crack and bringing bits of
doctrinal masonry down. No matter what Henry had initially wanted, his ‘no-change’
idea was going nowhere. His Church in England would inevitably morph into the Church
of England and here we are, the Anglican Church of Australia, our own thing, part of
the worldwide Anglican Communion. Sadly, ‘communion’ is too often not the name
of the Anglican game, with factions clothed in the dazzling white robes of ideological
purity abandoning the via media for the byways of battle.
So to the First group, the Evangelicals …
Evangelicalism is an honourable theological tradition in the Anglican Church. Some
of our finest theologians, priests and scholars have been Evangelicals. But ideological
zealotry will have its say and its rhetoric is easy enough to hear from the lips of
some conservative or fundamentalist Evangelicals. Some (not all) of this group exude
conviction that they possess the truth, the whole truth, of God. This leads to what seems
a puritanical doctrine of exclusion difficult to put together with the Christian gospel.
Such Evangelicals reject as simply wrong any contrary ideas, preaching a kind of purity
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that is unattainable by human beings. All claims of purity and correctness are arrogant.
They’re also dangerous because certainty is impervious to influence or debate. It bundles
Christian love (along with God, of whose mind nobody can ever be certain) out the door
and its face is pockmarked by gracelessness.
Women and gays have been particular losers before this fundamentalist Evangelical
thinking. Women because they are the objects (I use the word advisedly) of the view
that men and women are created different — a self-evident truth — and therefore are
designed to fulfil different roles in the world. Not so self-evident logic there, but it’s a
neat way of shoring up the preference of some conservative Evangelicals for submissive
women. Gays are losers because they don’t fit the non-threatening black and white, tidy,
easily understood and managed pure world of mothers and fathers and happy families.
Gay men and women are created in the image of God, as are we all — a fact not denied by
most Evangelicals — but that hasn’t stopped development of ‘hate the sin, love the sinner’
ideological rhetoric which is convenient and can be said with a smile but is actually
excluding and, well, just not very nice.
Conservative puritanical Evangelicals who succumb to ideological zealotry run the risk
of biblical rigidity and literalism: of putting a book, the Bible, above its gospel — above
the people of God.
So to the Second Group, The Anglo-Catholics
Catholicism is an honourable theological tradition in the Anglican Church. Again, some
our finest theologians, priests and scholars have been Catholic-minded. But Catholics are
as likely as Evangelicals to err; we’re all human. Sitting at the other end of the Anglican
spectrum are the most traditionalist conservative Catholics, or Anglo-Catholics, variously
nicknamed spikes, robe queens and BEDACS (Brain Dead Anglo-Catholics). Some (not all)
of this group seem focused mainly on frills and furbelows. Every tiny detail of liturgical
worship is tweaked and twisted into grand offerings notable for gorgeous robes, stately
processions, clouds of incense and heart-stirring music. It can become another form of
rigidity, one ruled by material beauty, its face, too, pockmarked by gracelessness.
Women have been losers before this rigid extreme Anglo-Catholic thinking. It makes
the maleness of Christ more important than Christ’s humanity, excluding women for so
long from Anglican ordained orders. For me, rigidly extreme Anglo-Catholic thinking is
symbolised by the young man who burst out after a service, “If Father says Holy Spirit
one more time instead of Holy Ghost I shall scream!” Sad, revealing as it does the silliness
of reducing what should be mutually enlightening exchanges to petty squabbles causing
division not communion.
The whole business is shot through with human frailty. None of us is exempt from that.
I show my own in that I have amused myself now and then with my own metaphor
for out-of-control Anglo-Catholic spikes: the native Australian bird Dicrurus bracteatus,
or Spangled Drongo. It has ‘glossy black plumage, with iridescent blue-green spots
(spangles), a long forked tail and blood red eyes’ and is said to be ‘noisy and conspicuous
… and frequently aggressive to other species’. It reacts aggressively to any sensed threat,
attacking, mobbing and striking other birds. Fortunately, the analogy is only half true;
decorative garb, yes, and bishops will defend their dioceses, but not always with sharpbeaked aggressiveness.
But lurking among the shadows, hidden by those sweet-smelling clouds of incense, is the
danger of ideological zealotry — for Catholic Anglicans, that of being undermined by love
of worldly beauties. They run the risk of a different form of literalism from Evangelicals:
of making the forms of worshipping God more important than God, or God’s people.
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But Back to the Middle …
Most of us don’t inhabit those extreme ends of the Anglican spectrum. We float around
somewhere in the middle. I’m a Catholic Anglican. Sometimes I call myself Anglo-Catholic,
sometimes I don’t. But whatever the mood of the day and the name I use, I know where I
encounter the holy. Some of us are what I think of as ‘aesthetic wonderers’; often we first
encountered a sense of the sacred through art or literature or architecture or some other
artistic form. So I understand the pull of beautiful vestments, grand liturgical music and
the more Catholic style of reverent God-centred worship. I know we’ll carry on with our
wonderful ceremonies because we love them. Most importantly, they lift our hearts to
God and are full of the intentionality of encountering the Holy. That is simply the Catholic
way of thinking.

Part 2: A Special Anglican Dilemma …

Fractious divisiveness gives Anglicans a problem. As a church, we tried to put into practice
Paul’s injunction in his first letter to his Corinthian mates about being all things to all people
(1 Cor 9:19-23). We called it the via media. Or at least John Henry Newman (1801-1890) did.
It was the title of his Tracts for Today published around 1834, which were adopted by the
Tractarian movement as representing the middle way between the extremes of Catholic
and Protestant ways of thinking within the Church. These Tractarians morphed into the
Oxford Movement (associated with the Catholic wing of the Church of England rather
than its Evangelical opposite). They then muddied the waters by claiming that the great
Elizabethan theologian Richard Hooker (1554-1600) whose Lawes of Ecclesiastical Polity
was regarded as Anglicanism’s foundational document (apart from the Bible, I suppose),
had called the Anglican way the via media. He didn’t. That didn’t stop the Oxford
Movement’s adherents from throwing another big rock into the pond. The term via media
moved from meaning the middle way between the extremes of Catholic and Protestant
thinking in the Church to the middle way between Protestantism and Catholicism, by
which they meant, between ‘us and Rome’.
Developing Anglican Comprehensiveness …
It was Hooker’s colleague Richard Field (1561-1616) who had developed via media thinking.
For him demarcation lines between groups of people who thought differently about
the ways of God and humankind existed but there was no question of rejecting people
because of how they thought. Field and Hooker were firmly of the Reformed tradition
but still considered the Roman Catholic Church as part of the Church of God, despite
their rejection of Roman ways and theology. In his article ‘Who’s in? Who’s Out?’, Bishop
Stephen Pickard points out that they developed a remarkably ecumenical approach at
a time of fraught religious controversy. Field was particularly open to how the Church
might evolve into a body generous about living with difference and disagreement. Bishop
Pickard describes Field’s attitude: “it was premature to pronounce judgement on who was
to be included in and who was to be jettisoned from the Church of God … To be of the
Church was a more open and humble way of regarding Christians who differed over
significant issues of doctrine, morals and ethics. The visible Church of God was constituted
by a variety of different and divided churches”. Here were the beginnings, not just of an
ecumenical frame of mind, but of a particularly Anglican desire to be truly ‘all things to
all people’.
Potholes in the Via Media …
However, in time, ‘all things to all people’ began to look quite beaten up. Sad, of course,
but inevitable given what we’re dealing with here: people. Before the nineteenth century
was out spats between Catholic-minded and Protestant-minded Anglicans became heated,
irrational and terribly ‘un-Anglican’. Grace, politeness and dignity were chased from the
room and the door slammed firmly upon their unhappy faces. Both sides were, and have

become once more, guilty of being dismissive or bad-mouthing the other. Of the jawdropping slings and arrows that have been flung around, for me first prize goes to one
Walter Walsh who in 1899, published a diatribe against Catholic Anglicans called The
Secret History of the Oxford Movement. Walsh claimed the Church of England was
being infiltrated by Jesuits and labelled Newman, Pusey, Keble and other Tractarian
leaders turncoats. Among many eye-popping and angry exhortations is a prayer he
urges upon his readers:
God give her wavering clergy back that honest heart and true,
Which once was theirs, ere Popish fraud its spells around them threw;
Nor let them barter wife and child, bright hearth and happy home,
For the drunken bliss of the strumpet kiss of the Jezebel of Rome.

Trudging Down the Middle …
Meanwhile, most Anglicans steered a course through all the controversies, no doubt
casting their eyes to heaven as the storms of words raged around them. They landed up
in a place called ‘The Broad Church’ and stood there, waving their banners saying ‘unity
in diversity’. This catch-cry is actually the reason I chose to become an Anglican. I believe
in its intent absolutely and feel nothing less than betrayed by the voices that screech
about this right way and that wrong way, and that alleged recalcitrants are damned to
hell. For hundreds of years we somehow managed to keep Anglicanism on its straight
and narrow path, the via media. Potholes were patched, new tarmac laid periodically;
we bit our tongues over the more outrageous sillinesses and bent over backwards to
continue to call each other friends. We have not tried to undermine each other; we have
lived together accepting that that means getting on with people even if you think their
ideas are daft. However, once again, I’m afraid, it is not only in the state of Denmark that
something is rotten.

Part 3: Where are the Neighbours and Who are the Strangers?

The latest version of this unpleasantness in the family is being played out in the United
Kingdom within the hallowed cloisters and parishes of the Church of England. Over the
last decades there have been various attempts within that church to address the problem
of declining numbers and waning interest. Methods of ‘church planting’ have been
tried such as Messy Church and Fresh Expressions. A whole lot of Church of England
money has been splashed around, with teams of lay and clergy spreading out through
the land and setting up new congregations, I imagine with some successes and some
failures. Now, ‘hopes’ have been labelled ‘visions’ and, with the blessing of Canterbury,
a ‘strategy’ has been articulated: 10,000 new worshipping communities by 2030.
‘There Be Trooble at Mill’!
All well-intentioned, no doubt, but a lot of people are very unhappy. The picture emerging
is confusing (rather like the terminological problems of the nineteenth century Anglican
controversies). On the one hand, there is the push sanctioned by the Church for 10,000
new congregations, and a lot of money going to Holy Trinity Brompton in London
which has been deeply involved in this work. On the other hand, there is a separate
Anglican organisation called the Gregory Centre for Church Multiplication which is a
close companion of Holy Trinity Brompton. They’ve got their own separate target of
10,000 new establishments. They have named their project Myriad and it enshrines one
crucial difference from the Canterbury-backed Church of England project: most of its
new congregations will be led by lay people, not clergy. As many will note, as they
try to comprehend these grand plans, hope is a good and wonderful thing but 20,000
new congregations by 2030 is pushing it. The Anglican Diocese of Sydney had a much
more modest goal for its Decade of Evangelism and that initiative seems to have slipped
silently into the past without the success which was its goal or, at least, much talk of

success.
Huffing and Some Puffing …
There are two immediate flashpoints in this latest outbreak of evangelistic enthusiasm.
The first has caused outrage, lost tempers, gnashing of teeth and a rush to Church barricades.
Apparently, the head of Myriad, in what may have been a throwaway line (but an unwise
one) claimed (boasted?) that their new communities would be unencumbered by what he
termed ‘key limiting factors’. These highflying words turned out to refer to stipended clergy
and church buildings. Clergy require, he added (definitely unwisely), ‘long, costly collegebased training’. Well, yes. Any endeavour of value, whether it be academic, professional or
vocational, requires education and training. I want to know the electrician who fixes the
wiring in my house has been properly educated and trained. I also want to know that the
preacher to whom I find myself obliged to listen has likewise been properly educated and
trained. To date, I am still confident about electricians; I am far less certain about preachers.
I strongly suspect preaching to be a victim of shortsighted diocesan withdrawal of funding
of ordinands’ theological education: corners cut wherever they can be and frequently where
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they shouldn’t.
Follow the Money …
The second flashpoint involves money and has caused more outrage, lost tempers,
gnashing of teeth and rushing to Church barricades. One could almost sigh over the
inevitability of money being an issue. Who is funding this new activity, both the Churchbacked enterprise and Myriad’s? Given the traditional parish structure of the Church of
England, is its money — money raised within these formal structures — being applied
extensively to non-parochial enterprises, enterprises almost by definition operating to the
detriment of traditional parishes? On the subject of money, questions are also being asked
as to whether the head of Myriad is paid from church coffers, and whether said coffers
also funded his theological education. Cries of “resign!” and “sack ’im!” are being heard.
Obviously, I cannot answer those questions; I raise them simply as issues to be considered.
It is also necessary to point out what Myriad has said about this. The only statement I have
found is simple and I quote: “[Myriad] is sponsored by the Bishop of Islington and receives
no Diocesan or central Church of England funding”. The question remains: whence the
money?
‘Save the Parish’!
A group called ‘Save the Parish’ has sprung up to defend traditional Church of England
ways, specifically its parochial system, its buildings, and its culture. Many of its members
are Anglo-Catholic and traditionalist thinkers but all Anglican traditions, including
Evangelicals, are among their number. One member, former Archbishop of Canterbury
and Evangelical, George Carey, has said: “the current trajectory of our church is a huge
mistake, and the leadership is out of touch with ordinary churchgoers. It is time to rally
the troops”. The ‘Save the Parish’ position is well stated by The Reverend Alison Milbank,
priest, theologian and literary scholar:
We are at a crunch time. Are we the Church of England with its reformed Catholic character,
its sacraments, orders, and liturgies, and its parish witness, or are we a Nonconformist sect?
There are hard decisions to be made in a Church during a period of secularisation and
atheism, but they should be taken by those who love the Church of England.

As well as these words, we could do a lot worse than ponder those of English Evangelical
clergyman, Charles Simeon (1759-1836), a true believer in the via media:
Sometimes I am a high Calvinist, at other times a low Arminian, so that if extremes will
please you, I am your man; only remember, it is not one extreme that we are to go to, but
both extremes…. Now, my beloved brother, if I find you in the zenith on the one side, I shall
hope to find you in the nadir on the other ; and then we shall be ready (in the estimation of
the world, and of moderate Christians, who love the golden mean) to go to Bedlam together.

It’s difficult to imagine Charles Simeon not getting hot under the collar about modern
wrangling between the factions of the Church of England — and, indeed within the
Anglican Church of Australia.

Part 4: In Search of a New Way

Are we simply left with a fracturing Church in search of a new way? A Church feeling
desperate about its declining numbers? Its traditional moral authority largely swept away
by the tide of modern secularism and atheism, would the world listen more if it heard
Church factions listening to each other with genuine respect and openness? Many outside
the Church instinctively understand Christianity’s foundational message of love, mercy,
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compassion and justice. Would they listen more if they saw and heard that message
demonstrated consistently in the Church’s words and actions? I am not suggesting that
the Church is not faced with genuine and difficult problems. It must proclaim its gospel
to people who — at least in much of the Western world — have no biblical background,
who do not understand its language, and have no interest in anything but criticising the
Church for its failures. Perhaps one failure the world sees is discourtesy.
The task is huge. Success is in no way guaranteed. I confess I do not have answers to
my own questions in this matter. All I have is conviction that arguing among ourselves
without mutual respect and open-mindedness to differences will answer none of them.
To mutual respect and tolerance I would add humility. It’s a painful thing, humility. We
talk about it all the time in the Church. Humility undergirds so much that is truly good
but we Christians are sometimes no better at applying it than anyone else. Pride is so
much easier to manage, massaging, as it does, our own sense of rightness. Perhaps we
simply talk too much. A little humility would demand that we Anglicans say less and
listen more — to each other. Perhaps ‘humility’ is the word our fracturing Church should
seek to practice a bit more assiduously.
Recently I discovered the following words from Samir Selmanovic which are an appropriate
comment on a fracturing church trying to rediscover a place in the world. They are both
corrective and a signpost into an uncertain future:
Christians often talk about the hope we have in God, seeking to comfort ourselves with
our own faith. But seeing God kneeling before us changes all this. Looking at the life of
Christ, we see God placing His hope in us. God has faith. God believes in us.
Why is God not more obvious? Why don’t we see God appearing in power and glory
before our eyes? Maybe He is obvious, appearing in His power and glory before us all
the time. Maybe the sense of God’s absence is actually intended to tell us something,
revealing a God who serves more than commands, a God who listens more than speaks,
a God who visits us instead of intruding, supports us instead of dominating.
Most kings worry about their kingship, rather than their kingdom. But the God of the Bible
is more interested in His kingdom becoming a community in which His creatures learn
to submit to the wellbeing of one another, the same way this King submitted Himself to
us. He wrapped a towel around His waist, poured water into a basin and knelt before us.

Sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

‘Myriad team responds to criticisms over its church planting strategy for the Church of England’. Press Release
July 27, 2021, from the Gregory Centre for Church Multiplication. www.anglican.ink
Stephen Pickard, ‘Who’s in? Who’s Out?, Anglican News, September 2021
Sebastian Milbank, ‘Prominent Anglicans launch bid to ‘save the parish’, The Tablet, 13 August, 2021, https://
www.thetablet.co.uk/news/14393/prominent-anglicans-launch-bid-to-save-the-parish‘Oscillating, Not Vacillating: Simeon at Both Extremes’ by Fred Sanders, July 15, 2008, www.scriptoriumdaily.
com
‘The Humility of God’, by Samir Selmanovic, ‘Signs of the Times’ March 2007 Vol. 122 No 3. www.hopechannel.
com
Arminianism: an Evangelical theological perspective which, while honouring God’s sovereignty, believes human
beings have free will that is not limited by God. Calvinists believe God’s sovereignty is all-embracing, hence their
adoption of Predestination: all things are pre-ordained by God therefore human beings cannot effect any change in
their conditions which are predetermined by God.
Description of the Spangled Drongo from http://www.birdsinbackyards.net/species/Dicrurus-bracteatus
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2021 Festival of Preaching

The Reverend Benjamin Edwards
A few weeks ago I “attended” the Festival of Preaching hosted by St Martin-in-the-Fields in
London and presented by the Church Times-Canterbury Press. To some the phrase ‘Festival
of Preaching’ may seem like an oxymoron, such is the bad rap that the medium of
preaching tends to get. This event was a reminder of the potential for preaching to be a
sophisticated, powerful and impactful art. The poet-priest Malcom Guite, theologians
Martyn Percy and Alister McGrath and renowned preachers Barbara Brown Taylor
and Nadia Bolz-Weber were among the distinguished presenters, along with the odd
poet, scholar and vicar thrown in for extra seasoning. (If you are not familiar with these
preaching luminaries, just search for them online and you will be able to see them in
action on YouTube etc.) The event was both in person and online. Stuck here in lockdown,
I was one of the online “attendees”.
I think it was the Reverend Dr Sam Wells, Rector of St Martin’s, who noted that often the
sermon we preach is not the sermon that is heard by the congregation in the pews. Each
person hears “their own version” of it, the product of an admixture of how it speaks to
them at that moment of their life, the capacity of the preacher to communicate effectively,
and the workings of the Holy Spirit in that person as they listen. So it is not unusual for
someone to tell a preacher “When you said X…” and the preacher thinks “But I didn’t
say X…” With that in mind, I don’t propose to give a summary of what each speaker had
to say. You can access the Festival online for that. But I thought to share something of
what I heard the voices of that event say to me.
I certainly heard a lot. There was a lot of talk about the ‘craft’, about content and stylistic
matters, about preparation processes for sermon writing and different approaches to
textual analysis, form and writing, the importance of the local context, being resonant
rather than relevant, and authenticity. I also heard a fair bit about form and substance
questions, with qualified encouragement in areas such as use of narrative and poetry,
experimental form and the dramatic. I clearly heard things said about the appropriateness
or otherwise of vulnerability in the pulpit (with the old caution to speak from scars
but not out of wounds), and the emotional dimension of preaching. (While I remain to
be convinced that the theatricality and emotionalism of some American practitioners
is really desirable in the liturgical context, I am certain that this mode would not be
“authentic” to me.) There was also discussion on what an issue that many preachers (well
I hope it’s not just me) struggle with, the thorny matter of working out what on earth (or
heaven for that matter) one ought to make of the lectionary texts on a given Sunday.
All of this is, I guess, what one would expect to encounter at such an event and nothing
was particularly radical or mind-blowing. However, it was, for the most part, reflective
of and responsive to the mood of the times. If I were being asked at the church steps on
departure, ‘What was all that about?’, I think my answer would be that, from what I heard,
what was going on was a coming to terms with the role that preaching can and ought to
play in how we lead our congregations through the pandemic experience. That seemed
to be a theme which, unsurprisingly, kept surfacing throughout the diverse sessions. The
value I found in this was the affirmation of a shared experience which was made up of
frustration, confusion and an abiding desire to somehow keep the God-talk alive, to keep
the Good News in our thoughts, on our lips and in our hearts during this time of crisis.
While it would seem that the times are ripe for preachers to hold out words of hope
and life in the midst of so much uncertainty, sorrow and anxiety, there was a realistic
acceptance of just how difficult the pandemic has made the task of preaching, both in
terms of form and substance, for the nature of the pandemic is such that we not only
have to think seriously about what we say, but how we say it. And so, the challenge of
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delivering sermons and reflections through online media was a recurrent theme throughout
the festival. Many of the presenters were or had been in contexts where the impact of the
pandemic was severe.
While preaching is about bringing the Good News into the here and now of our lives,
the pandemic presents both a major opportunity as well as obstacle for this ministry. We
know that clergy around the world have been left feeling exhausted by the challenges of
ministry in the pandemic, particularly those whose communities have been affected by
high rates of sickness, mortality and extended lockdown. On top of the general matter of
the pandemic, the combination of being involuntarily thrust into online service delivery,
grappling with IT and media usually from a starting point of no meaningful prior experience
and with significant resourcing challenges, managing accelerated and constant change in
communities, and the loss of many of the aspects of ministry which clergy tend to find
satisfying (inter-personal interactions, liturgical action, community events etc) is reported
to have left many clergy feeling burnt out. In this context, it is no wonder that finding the
words to preach and a means to preach them has felt overwhelming for many.
What I heard at this event was an acknowledgement of all of that, expressed through that
solidarity of members of a shared vocation with a shared experience. But this was not
self-piteous; I also heard the sound of the vital pulse of the faithful through the call and
determination not to give up and despair, but to hold fast to the Good News and to creatively,
sensitively and honestly allow it to pierce the darkness of this moment even amidst the
confusion of the present times. The crucial need for preachers to be preaching hope into
the pandemic, holding out Good News for the present, not just some eschatological future
was emphasised to lead us all out of the cocoons of fear and anxiety into lives of hope.  The
festival was able to demonstrate examples of this, ranging from Malcolm Guite’s corona (a
poetic form famously used by John Donne) David’s Crown – Sounding the Psalms, a series of
poetic responses drawing upon the psychological scope of the psalms, to reflection on the
constructive role of lament in preaching at this time as a way of honestly inhabiting the
space of uncertainty and confusion the pandemic has dumped us in so that, open to God,
we can inchingly, move towards a place of praise and thanksgiving.  
The issue of form, particularly with preachers thrust into cyber-preaching, was
acknowledged. Hot on the heels of this event, with something yet to prepare for this
Sunday’s online service, I find myself still struggling with how best to approach online
preaching. Trying to give a homily or reflection through Zoom feels so flat when compared
to the ‘energy’ of preaching to a community which is physically assembled. Its not easy to
‘read the room’ and I certainly don’t feel the vibe of a particular day that is often tangible
when we come together in church. However, I now have the slight consolation that, as I
heard it, I’m not alone in this respect and that even the brightest and best of the preaching
scene feel the same frustrations and ambivalences. A ready to download patch or update
to solve the problem wasn’t on offer, however, there were enough trouble-shooting tips
to stimulate local adaptation and experimentation. My congregations will continue to be
guinea-pigs as I keep experimenting my way through this. At least now I don’t feel quite
as inadequate about my failure to have fully crafted my multimedia stylings.
So often virtual life may feel like staring through a glass darkly, a shadowy substitute that
doesn’t quite match up to the ‘real’ thing. I think this is very keenly felt with regards to
liturgy where so much of the human and sensory aspect of our gathering simply cannot
pulsate through fibres and screens. Yet, I realise that there is no little irony in the fact that
I was able to participate in this event because of the pandemic. Stuck at home in lockdown,
nowhere to go and no one to see, I was able to unbegrudgingly give over the time for
this event, immersing myself in it. Was it just a sign of the deprivations of life under
COVID-19, that I found a level of stimulation and encouragement in this event that I have
not experienced for a long time? Or was this, like other strands of online ministry and
communications, a sort of virtual manna, food for the journey?
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Staring down the interweb through my screen “to attend” this festival impressed upon
me how God equips his people with what they need for the journey. In the words shared,
the ideas presented, the sermons preached and the sharing of experience, learning and
insight, I heard quite a lot. I heard words of encouragement. I heard words of inspiration,
words of honesty and uncertainty. And whispered through, between and around these
words I heard another Word speaking gently to me, speaking Good News.
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Lambeth Conference: 27 July - 8 August 2022

T

Margaret Edridge tssf

HE THIRD ORDER Franciscans here in Australia have been asked to pray for Lambeth
Conference 2022. All Anglican religious orders throughout the world have been asked
to support in this way, so I would like to share this call with our congregation at St Pauls. In
this time of great uncertainty throughout the world, the Lambeth Conference will, I pray, be
a beacon of hope to all peoples in their life struggles be it with Convid19, peace and security,
hunger (both physical and spiritual) and so much strife where ever we look.
The Biblical focus for the Lambeth Conference next year is 1 Peter and in preparation bishops
are joining together for a series of conversations which began in July and will continue until
December. The website, www.lambethconference.org, is a fund of information, and some very
moving accounts by various bishops of how they are reaching out to people in their various
diocese as they prepare for each Conversation.
The website also contains some study material on 1 Peter which I looking forward to exploring
at a later time. But I have just finished the New Daily Bible Study of the Gospel of St Luke by
Richard Barclay, 1975 version, which is much shorter and more succinct than the 1950’s version
but still retains the very essence of his writing. I have now downloaded to my Kindle the
Epistles of James and Peter for further study.
I believe with Tennyson that ‘more things are wrought by prayer than this world dreams of’. In
the power of prayer then, let us pray together for the Lambeth Conference itself and for the
Bishops Conversations as they meet together virtually to discuss how to be God’s Church for
God’s World, the theme for Lambeth 2022.
The official Lambeth Conference website is https://www.lambethconference.org

Making Australia Home or “Who do you think you are?”:
A Personal Footnote
The Reverend Dr John A. Moses

Introduction
As a so-called ethnic Australian born 10th June 1930 and raised in far North Queensland,
I became aware of the phenomenon of racism without understanding the concept. My
mixed Lebanese-Scottish ancestry sensitized me very early to racial differences and
prejudices based on colour and religion. My longevity has given me a sober perspective
on this problem aided by the privilege of a higher education that took me from being
a radio mechanic apprentice, to theological student, university student leading to five
years post graduate study in the then West Germany and finally to a lectureship in the
Department of History at the University of Queensland. What follows illustrates that
personal experiences from growing up in a particular region and then educational
formation influence how our values are formed and how we judge our environment.
In short, my journey from the bush to academia has been a process of becoming more
human in the land of my birth. I am a patriot though far from being a nationalist. What
follows is an all too brief and superficial survey of a profoundly important subject for all
citizens of this “sunburnt country.”
One of the more creative decisions made by the controversial, long serving Queensland
Premier, Sir Johannes Bjelke Petersen, in office from 1968 to 1987, was to institute an
annual public lecture series held in the State parliamentary annexe in Brisbane, called
the “Yungaba Lectures.” The aim was to allow academics to expatiate on themes relating
to important issues of the time. The very first one set the tone. It was on national identity,
a topic no doubt influenced by the fact that the Premier himself came from a DanishLutheran immigrant family to Australia via New Zealand. They were farmers and had
settled on land outside Kingaroy some 225 kilometers driving distance north west from
Brisbane. Sir Joh was an immigrant who certainly desired above all to become a “dinkum
Aussie”, or rather to demonstrate that, despite what his detractors said, he was by his
signal achievements as a conservative political leader, one already.1
As Head of the Department of History at the University of Queensland at the time I was
invited to attend the inaugural lecture held on September 30, 1988. The topic was “Who
is an Australian?” It was presented by the Polish-born and Scottish educated Professor
Jerzy Jaroslaw (George) Smolicz (1935-2006), of the Department of Education at the
University of Adelaide. It was an inspired choice because Professor Smolicz, being a “twotimes” immigrant himself, was uniquely equipped to address this topic. He did this in a
sensitively liberal manner, arguing that Australian political culture, derived as it is from
the Westminster system, was reasonably tolerant. Despite the early racial prejudices of the
colonial and pre-World War II eras, the Commonwealth immigration policy had certainly
outgrown the racism that had previously characterised it.2 By the time Professor Smolicz
1
There exist several attempts of a biographical analysis of Sir Joh, the very first, notably by the Queensland
born and educated journalist Hugh Lunn, Joh: The Life and Political Adventures (Melbourne: Sun Books,
1978); Rae Wear, Johannes Bjelke-Petersen: The Lord’s Premier (St. Lucia: U of Q Press, 2002); Evan Whitton,
The Hill Billy Dictator: Australia’s Police State (Crows Nest NSW: ABC Enterprises, 1989). Further, see the
volume of essays on Joh Bjelke-Petersen and his political associates edited by Deane Wells, The Deep North
(Collingwood Vic.: Outback Press, 1979) is perceptive and informative.
2
In 1975 the Whitlam government had passed The Racial Discrimination Act which effectively jettisoned
the old so-called White Australia Policy into the dustbin of history.
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himself had arrived in Australia and become a citizen, the policy was distinguished by its
colour blindness and commitment to multi-culturalism. It is important to note here that
on 27th May 1967 a Referendum was held to change the Australian Constitution to grant
full citizenship rights to people of aboriginal and Torres Strait Island descent. 90.77% of
citizens voted in favour, so it was a milestone event in the history of race relations in this
country.3
The only caveat that Professor Smolicz raised was that, although Australia had removed
any racial or colour barriers by the 1975 Racial Discrimination Act, the new settler was
required to adopt a life style commensurate with the existing laws and customs of
Australia. In all other respects new-comers were free to practise their respective religions,
continue their national folk customs as well as their national cuisines. In short, they were
to conform to Australian norms of human rights and invited to feel at home. Language
courses in basic English had already been provided free and even broadcast. The contrast to
the old so-called “White Australia Policy” could not have been more strongly emphasised.
The main thing was the endorsement of the Constitution of Australia, and that was all that
was required to be an Australian. So now the legal reality is that we welcome bona fidei
immigrants from every culture in the world to become fellow citizens, but government
reserves the right to decide who qualifies.4 The road to this point, however, had not been
entirely smooth but it seems to be one which the Commonwealth was destined to take. In
this paper I wish to exemplify this by first relating autobiographically the history of my
paternal and maternal grandparents and go on to reflect on aspects of the impact of our
immigration policy especially with regard to Jewish refugees and Asiatic peoples.
			
I
I begin with my paternal grandparents who actually arrived in the colony in 1888, well
before Federation and the subsequent institution of the so-called “White Australia Policy.”
They were then known as Syrians. At that time the country of Lebanon did not exist
because the entire region at the eastern end of the Mediterranean Sea was under Ottoman
Turkish rule. 5
My grand father rejoiced in the Arabic name of Ibrahim ibn Moussa (Abraham son of
Moses), one that hardly suggests a family of Antiochian Orthodox Christians, but that is
what they were. The Moses clan was in fact descended from the oldest Christian community
in history because it says in the New Testament (Acts of the Apostles 11: 26), that it was
there in Antioch where the disciples were first called Christians. I initially learned this
3
There is a considerable literature on this topic, but see, Scott Bennett, “The 1967 Referendum”, Australian
Aboriginal Studies, No 2, 1985 and Faith Bandler. & Len Fox (eds), The Time was Ripe. A History of AboriginalAustralian Fellowship (Chippendale NSW, 1983).
4
The saga over “boat people” is not exactly a glorious page in Australian national history. See David
Marr & Marian Wilkinson, Dark Victory: How a government lied its way to triumph (Crows Nest, NSW: Allen &
Unwin, 2003).
5
Jens Lyng, Non-Britishers in Australia: Influence on Population and Progress ((Melbourne University
Press, 1935). This work was a imaginative pioneering attempt to analyse the racial diversity of the Australian
population. Interesting is the report analyses the various ethnic communities on the basis of colour. First there
are Europeans who are all white. Then comes the “Yellow Race, “the Brown Race” and the “Black Race.” Jews
are treated separately because they derived from many different European countries. However, the category
“Syrians” comes under “Brown Race.” On page 186 Lyng wrote, “The majority of Syrians belong to the Semitic
family; but there is a large element of pure whites in Syria of the Mediterranean strain. Owing to this fact, the
Syrians are not treated by the Australian immigration authorities as pure Asiatics.” On this theme see, Anne
Monsour, Not Quite White: Lebanese and the White Australia Policy 1880-1947 (Teneriffe Qld.: Post Pressed,
2009).
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from my father who was born in Cairns 16th April 1900. Antioch is now a suburb of the
town of Tarsus where in fact St Paul was born as a Roman citizen named Saul of Tarsus.
There he was educated as a Jew long before his later dramatic conversion to Christianity
on the road to Damascus (circa 33-35 AD). What is of interest is the fact that my father’s
family were acutely aware of their identity as Orthodox Christian Arabs.
On settling eventually in far north Queensland they faced a problem of where to go
Church. There was no Eastern Orthodox Church of any kind for over 1,000 miles so the
Moses family gravitated to the Roman Catholic Church. This move, looking back, proved
to be a very divisive one for my family. The reason was that the then Diocese of Cairns
was staffed by Irish-born and trained clergy and nuns who seemed to be more concerned
to preach hatred of our putatively English government than the Gospel of universal love
enjoined to believers in the New Testament. The Roman Catholic Church, then, virtually
all over Australia, made itself notorious in the eyes of other Christians because of its
advocacy of the Irish cause ahead of the Gospel of Christ.6 “Irish-Roman” clergy were
vocally hostile to what they called the “protestant ascendency,” meaning submission to
the British throne and membership within the Empire. It is idle to deny that this was in
fact the case; a situation now far less apparent than it was.
In short, at that time, the Australian community was divided by an insidious and in some
places, bitter sectarianism. There was no chance of an ecumenical dialogue between the
Irish Roman Catholics and the British derived “Protestants.” Many of the latter joined
the Free Masons and some even became Orangemen to champion the Protestant cause in
Ireland. In my home town of Atherton all this was very evident. Apart from the presence
in the middle of town of a large Masonic Hall, there was a Convent School staffed by Irish
Sisters of Mercy attached to St Joseph’s Roman Catholic Church which was then, by far the
most imposing ecclesiastical building of all the towns on the Atherton Tableland. And this
was indeed the case until the Anglicans had finally raised sufficient money to replace the
little 1911 wooden “dunny Gothic” St Mary’s Church with a more imposing brick edifice
only a block away from its Roman counterpart. There were also smaller but equally active
Presbyterian and Methodist congregations reflecting the denominational allegiances of
both the Scottish and Nonconformist British families in the district.7
An interesting feature of both St Joseph’s RC Church and St Mary’s Anglican Church in
Atherton is that high above the east end of each building, that is the entrance, there is a
statue. At St Joseph’s Church there is a niche containing a figure of a bearded man, Joseph,
Jesus’ “foster father,” holding up the Christ Child. The Anglican Church of St. Mary the
Virgin displays in the same architectural position an almost life size statue of the Virgin
in the pose of the “Immaculate Conception,” that is of a young woman wearing a veil
over her head, standing welcoming with lowered outstretched arms. Traditionally, she
should have been standing on a serpent, an allusion to the serpent that tempted Eve in
the Garden of Eden, symbolising “original sin” from which Mary, the second Eve and the
mother of Jesus is free from birth.8
6
Instructive in this question are 1) John P. Maguire, Prologue: A History of the Catholic Church as seen
from Townsville 1863-1983 (Toowoomba: Church Archives Society, 1990); 2) John Molony, The Roman Mould
of the Australian Catholic Church (Carlton, Vic. Melbourne University Press, 1989).
7
In the 1930s the Jehovah’s Witnesses had become very active door-knocking and proselytising for their
cause and by 1940 had established a radio station, 4AT, to proclaim their curious version of the Christian gospel.
As an American organisation the JWs at that time were preaching the eminent down fall of the British Empire
and that Jesus would reveal himself again to bring peace to the world. The radio station was closed down under
Commonwealth security legislation and taken over by the ABC as a regional transmitter.
8
See the Papal Bull of Pius IX of 18th December 1854, which designates Mary the mother of Jesus as
having been born without “original sin”. The Church of England’s Book of Common Prayer publishes the Church

However, in this statue there is no obvious depiction of a serpent. The point is, however,
the architects of the Anglican Church of St Mary the Virgin were unconsciously portraying
the spouse of St Joseph unaware of the irony of the situation. At that time neither the
Roman Catholics or the Anglicans were on very good ecumenical terms although there
were at least four families – examples of so-called “mixed marriages” – from which one
parent went to St Joseph’s Church for Mass and the other to St Mary’s. Mine was one of
them because my mother remained steadfastly Anglican and my father would never in
his wildest dreams ever have darkened the door of St Mary’s Church even though he
allowed my mother to raise their children as Anglican.
Consequently, ever since my boyhood years I was acutely aware of the sectarian divide
in our town. It certainly affected personal relationships at all levels from school children
upwards. Fortunately, with the passage of time Rome has become far more relaxed
and even encourages both inter-church and inter-faith dialogue, for example through a
jointly staffed Anglican-Roman Catholic International Commission, (ARCIC established 1966).
However, long before that happened the Anglican clergy in North Queensland were
paving the way for a more irenical and constructive ecumenical dialogue. This was due
to the fact the Bishop and clergy were all Anglo-Catholics, that is “High” Anglicans
and on the Atherton Tableland the priests were all members of the Brotherhood of St
Barnabas. Most were young “Oxbridge” trained Englishmen and hence in general were
better trained, educated and more cultured in their manners than their counterparts in
other denominations. It was they who taught us the Faith and thereby emphasized the
importance of being consciously “Catholic” without becoming “Papists”, that is “Roman”
Catholic.
This policy was reflected in the Anglo-Catholic ritual with which the Brother priests
celebrated the Eucharist and decorated the church, especially the altar. As well, they
encouraged vigorous singing using the emphatically Anglo-Catholic English Hymnal.
This book symbolised the universal heritage of church music in that it contained hymns
Calendar of Holy Days which contains 5 feast days dedicated to the life of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

of medieval Latin origin, German Lutheran, French Catholic and Orthodox Russian
provenance, as well as English Wesleyan. As such the English Hymnal of those days was
a veritable anthology of benign ecumenical propaganda which contributed much to
distinguish the more conciliatory temper of “C of E” people in the far northern diocese,
particularly under the long episcopate of Bishop John Oliver Feetham from 1913 to 1947.
A truly outstanding example of this cultural ecumenism was the donation to Atherton’s
new church building in 1954 of a carved wooden crucifix from Oberammergau in upper
Bavaria. 9 This is a pious object of considerable beauty which now adorns the west wall
above the high altar. So the celebration of the Eucharist there has a decidedly catholic
ethos, especially when accompanied by incense and those traditional hymns such a “Let
All Mortal Flesh keep Silence” which was regularly sung at the prayer of consecration
of the bread and wine during the Eucharist. The point is that the C of E already at that
time was stressing its catholic origins, even in the “bush” and was open to dialogue with
all so-called separated brethren. Out of the latter development there have been some
remarkable consequences: there are families of distinctly Italian names who have become
stalwarts of St Mary’s congregation. It seems that our divided Christian heritage can be
overcome gradually provided that ancient prejudices are historically understood and then
be laid aside. Ecumenism is a force with unsuspected reconciling potential as is becoming
increasingly recognised.
II
I turn now to my Scottish ancestry that derives from my mother’s family, the Macfarlanes
of Glasgow consisting of parents, Duncan and Frances-Alice, four sons: William, Hugh,
Ronald and Archibald plus two daughters, Wilhelmina, my mother, and Catherine. They
arrived relatively soon after the First World War in two phases, 1923 and 1924 all with the
intention of joining the Sims family who were well established farmers on the Atherton
Tableland, and find work there. The Macfarlanes were closely related to the Sims because
my maternal grandmother’s twin sister, Aunt Ellie had married the Englishman Mark
Sims and migrated to Australia well before the Great War. They had raised a very large
family so the Macfarlanes had no shortage of first cousins.
The interesting part of that piece of history is that the Macfarlanes had been nominated by
the Sims under the then operating Empire Settlement Scheme: “conditions applied.” For
example, under the British Act of Parliament that set up the post war Overseas Settlement
Scheme, ex-servicemen were eligible for assisted passage to the Dominions. Interestingly,
it was decided that my oldest uncle, Hugh accompany my mother then aged 16 already
in 1923 on the steam ship SS Diogenes which docked in Brisbane 3rd January that year.
Upon disembarkation they were processed at the above-mentioned “Yungaba” migrant
reception centre before taking the train to Cairns. The remainder of the family came the
next year on the SS Orieveto, also under the assisted passage scheme, all having been
nominated by their uncle Mark Sims for whom my uncle Hugh and future mother had
already been working when the rest of the family subsequently arrived.
The Macfarlane couple with three sons and the one daughter had left in March 1924 and
on arrival were also duly processed at “Yungaba.” The building still exists, not as an
immigration reception facility but as an immigration museum. After a very brief sojourn
there the Macfarlanes took the train from Brisbane to Cairns and from there transferred
by rail to the Atherton Tableland where they were also finally met by their relatives. What
happened to them after arrival I have been only able to glean from fragmentary stories
told by my mother. I had often asked her to write an account of the family’s emigration
to Australia and record and comment on their subsequent fate but the older she grew the
9
The crucifix was donated by the Roderick family whose father had served as a church warden in the
parish for many years. His name was Roderick Roderick, the manager of the local National Bank in town and
a man of the utmost integrity and kindness.

less confident she became.
What I did learn, however, was that the two eldest Macfarlane boys very early abandoned
any thought of farm work in the bush and both left for the “big smoke” of Sydney, where
they eventually married and settled down to a working class existence never to be seen
again, except once when William and his wife made a trip by rail to visit Atherton in 1954.
The younger boys, Ronnie and Archie finished their growing up on the Tableland until
the Second World War when they both joined the AIF and fought, one in Syria and the
other in North Africa respectively. My mother’s sister Catherine had already left to go
back to the UK shortly after my birth, where she became a qualified nursing sister and
served during the blitz in the city of Portsmouth. After the war she married and returned
to Australia with her ex-British soldier husband and after several return trips back to
the UK finally decided that after all Australia was her true home. She and her husband
spent the rest of their days in Perth where their daughter, my cousin Karen, still lives. My
mother had married in Atherton in 1929. On 10th June 1930, I first saw the light of day. She
bore five more children after me, all unquestioningly products of a new environment.
One can see here how family history is embedded in world events over which one has no
control.
III
From Toleration of the “Other” to Celebration of Ethnic Plurality
Having noted the above personal and family peculiarities I wish to proceed by observing
that each immigrant experiences the “sun burnt country” (Dorothea Mackellar) very
differently. In contrast to my Scottish forebears, my Lebanese family knew that there
could be no thought of ever going back because there was no future for them there
anymore. They had to survive and prosper as best they could and in doing so became
quickly acculturated. Australia, most emphatically, became their new home in which
they soon acquired sufficient mastery of the English language to negotiate in business
and especially with bank managers.
People of Lebanese descent are now to be found at all levels of Australian society such
as the former champion Rugby Union player Nicholas Shehadie (1926-2018) who became
Lord Mayor of Sydney (1973-1975). He had married in 1957 Dr Marie Bashir (born 1930 in
Neranderra of Lebanese parents) and she became an outstanding long serving Governor
of NSW (2001-2014). Their separate stellar careers more than vindicate the increasingly
widening cultural tolerance of the formerly dominant Anglo-Celtic quasi Australian
Establishment.10 There exists, however, a residual underlying resentment towards
foreigners in some quarters of the Australian community to which I now turn.
IV
The Persistence of Xenophobic Ockerism
Wikipedia defines “ocker” as a term used as both a noun and an adjective for an Australian
who acts in a rough and uncultivated manner, speaking in “Strine”, a broad nasalised
Australian accent. One may add xenophobia, the suspicion of all things foreign to that
10
One may not gloss over the fact that some Lebanese immigrant families have proved to be very
different from the example set by the Shehadie and Bashir family and their ancestors. The criminal activities
of the notorious Obeid family document a less than glorious facet of immigration history. Although Obeid
had after becoming an MLA as a Labor Party member in the NSW parliament and having served apparently
honourably in various public offices he was found guilty of corruption in 2016 and sentenced to 5 years in jail
for “misconduct in public office.” He was reputed to be the “nation’s most notoriously corrupt politician.” See
Kate McClymont’s report in the SMH 19th July 2021.

definition. It is characterised by a desire to eliminate the presence of foreigners for fear of
losing national, ethnic or racial identity.
From my predominantly optimistic report above about the triumph of multi-culturalism
in this country it is really disappointing to acknowledge the existence of pockets of
violent “ockerism.” Such manifestations of dysfunctional social behaviour occur in all
countries, especially at times of high unemployment. Anti black racism is notorious in the
USA for historic reasons, and far right wing organised, anti refugee terrorism can appear
anywhere as it did in Germany when in 2015 so-called “Rowdies”(neo-Nazi youths) in the
small town of Freital near Dresden, burned down a hostel in which Syrian refugees were
housed.11 Similar events continue sporadically everywhere. More recently in Sweden the
same phenomenon erupted, while in France there was the example of virulent, right wing
xenophobia in a party called the Front National led by Jean-Marie Le Pen. Similar examples
can be found in all European countries, even in the UK where black people of Caribbean
descent as well immigrants from the Indian sub-continent have been frequently targeted
violently by the loutish element. On the other hand extremist Islamic racism towards
Europeans is a much feared phenomenon.
In Australia, the examples of violent xenophobia such as occurred at Cronulla in Sydney
in December 2005 are rare, although journalist Peter FitzSimons has pointed to a long
history of instances of xenophobic violence. He has documented that there has been a
deep undercurrent of racism present in Australia over many decades. 12 While some
politicians have sought to manipulate this to their advantage, obviously, though, an
overriding tradition of decency in the majority of the population holds it at bay.
V
`Tim Soupthammane’s Balanced Assessment: An Australian Asiatic Ethnic’s View of Australia
The Polish-born Professor Smolicz in his 1989 Queensland lecture (cited at the beginning)
had rightly observed that Australia was developing fast into a melting pot. But that
process had already been observed by the earlier Danish immigrant scholar, Jens Lyng in
1929. Consequently, Australia, like North America has become irrevocably another multicultural society.
Bookending this reflection from what Smolicz had to say in 1989 are the findings of
Tim Soutpthammasane, an Australian of South East Asian descent born in France.13 His
numerous studies of the question of true Australian identity constitute a subtle analysis
and an optimistic prediction. He asked the question in his book, I am not racist, but…(2015)
11
See Wikipedia article on Freital. Eight perpetrators were sentenced to prison. Since then it has
now been revealed that right wing racism has returned in the Federal Republic with a vengeance where
in recent years the emergence of fascist groups of people estimated at around 800 members ranging
from ex army officers and men, ex-policemen and professional people down to the Lumpenproletariat
have emerged. Reported on SBS, Tuesday 21st September 2021 in a 9.30 pm documentary.
12
FitzSimons has reminded Australians that ever since the British “invasion” in 1788, there has been
rampant racism. See his well researched TV documentary on SBS One, 4th January 2014. This covered not
only the genocidal incidents against Aborigines but also violent conflict with Chinese gold miners and riots
involving Anglo Protestant versus Irish-Papists. In short, racism has a long genealogy in Australian history
beginning in colonial times.
13
Most relevant are: Reclaiming Patriotism: Nation Building for Australian Progressives (Melbourne
University Press, 2009; The Virtuous Citizen :Patriotism in a Multicultural Society (Cambridge University Press,
2012); Freedom from Discrimination: Report of the Anniversary of the Racial Discrimination Act, edited by Tim
Soutpthammasane et al (Sydney, Australian Human Rights Commission, 2015).

whether Australia is still a racist country. Indeed the question of race is a lightning rod
for public debate. Australia may be relaxed and comfortable about many things but it still
remains unsettled with regard to race and culture. The first serious attempt to deal with
it by the Federal Parliament was in 1975 when the Whitlam government finally tabled the
Race Discrimination Act. The Race Discrimination Commission that had been thereby
set up was chaired by Soutphommasane 2013-2018. It was a land mark piece of legislation
that had a profound impact on race relations throughout the Commonwealth. Forty years
later, Soutpthammasane and colleagues have produced a reflection on Australian racism,
the limits to free speech, the moral and philosophical dimensions of bigotry and the role
of the Race Discrimination Act on our society’s response to incidents of racism.
Bigotry at some level will remain ineradicable. It is by no means a characteristic confined
to what Karl Marx and Frederick Engels in 1840 termed the Lumpenproletariat, meaning
the wretched, uneducated, unemployed and socially unaware population of the early
industrial revolution. Today it encompasses the unemployed as well as the brutalised and
loutish element manifest within our larger cities. Such a social group is a phenomenon
of capitalism in which the vagaries of the free market economy inevitably leave some
people marginalised.
The Cronulla race riots of 2005 could be categorised as a manifestation of the present
day Lumpenproletariat within working class and petit bourgeois Australia. However, racial
bigotry, especially anti-Semitism, extends to the uppermost levels of our society such as
the common rooms of our universities. There among the most enlightened intelligentsia
one would expect to encounter only tolerance and decency. That is not, however, the case
as I have personally experienced. Doubtless because of my surname I have been clearly
discriminated against by fellow academics who simply assumed on meeting me that I
was Jewish. Not only scholars both in the humanities and the sciences have subjected me
to anti-Semitic ostracism but also university library staff. So bigotry flows through the
entire society. At the higher levels it is always only attitudinal, never physically violent.
Nevertheless, even attitudinarian racism is illegal under the Race Discrimination Act.
Indeed, the Act makes it unlawful to treat a person unfairly because of their race, colour,
descent, national or ethnic origin or immigrant status. Since 1995, the Act has also made
it unlawful to commit an act constituting racial hatred (commonly referred to as ‘racial
vilification’)14
What is not mentioned are the niggling instances of racism that occur when colleagues,
on being introduced to me have refused to shake my hand or who have scowled when,
for example, I asked a notable author to inscribe his book which had just been launched
and which I had lined up to purchase. When he asked me my name he scowled, making
no attempt to disguise his revulsion. In this regard, I recall the notable Russian-Germanborn Jewish Professor at the Australian National University, Eugene Kamenka (19281994). He stated in his 1993 John Curtin Memorial Lecture, “Australia Made Me, but which
Australia is Mine?”15 that when he arrived with his parents in Australia in 1937 along
with many other Jewish refugees from Nazi Germany the Australian population did not
show any open hostility but Kamenka detected a definite undercurrent of resentment
among some. He then went on to make what I thought was a perceptive observation. He
wrote,
14
Act

From the Race Discrimination Commission commentary by Tim Soutphommasane: Overview of the

15
Kamenka occupied the then Chair, History of Ideas at the ANU, His John Curtin Memorial Lecture
was held in the Coombes Building ANU 16th July, 1993. It is published and accessible in the National Library
of Australia.
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Jews and refugees were not, in all circles, considered the most desirable and
admirable migrants. Yet Australians disliked making a fuss or being nasty
to people more than they disliked Jews or foreigners and for each Australian
who did disliked them there were literally dozens who went out of their way
to be helpful, friendly, encouraging.16
Kamenka went on to imply that in contrast to the murderous anti-Semitism from which
they had fled the Australian reception was infinitely to be preferred. So he made Australia
home. Kamenka, with whom I was moderately acquainted, would have moved in the
more exalted circles of academia and being a scholar of such formidable achievements
no one would ever have dared to display anti-Semitism in his presence. In his John Curtin
Memorial Lecture of 1993, Kamenka spent considerable time paying not uncritical homage to
his Australian professorial mentors at Sydney University, especially the philosopher John
Anderson but was on the whole most indebted to them for their humanity, intellectual
honesty and magnanimity. He was less forthcoming about self-styled nationalist gurus
such as Manning Clark and Geoffrey Blainey whom he mildly castigated for their wrong
headed nationalism. Kamenka noted that Clark,
was trying to make Australia into something it was not; the site of a great and
universal moral drama, of morally and religiously tortured leaders and Wagnerian
heroes on the football field. (He meant AFL, of course.) Our need is to not to build
an Australian culture but to promote culture, including art, music, drama and
serious literature, rationality, democracy and criticism in Australia.17
On Blainey, Kamenka was critical of his assessment of Australian nationalism as well.
One would have to observe that Blainey’s anxiety that Australia would loose its historic
identity by admitting too many Asians would jar with Kamenka who was by then
married to Professor Alice Tay, a woman of Singaporean Chinese origin. In the event
the multi-cultural model for immigration has triumphed emphatically.18 Interestingly the
Australian National University abolished Professor Kamenka’s History of Ideas Unit after
his death in 1994.
Finally, the overwhelmingly peaceful acceptance of Asiatic immigration to Australia in
contrast to the instances of racial violence must designate Australia as one of the most
tolerant communities on earth. However, the maintenance of decency and humanity, the
readiness to live with cultural diversity still requires that “eternal vigilance.” And that
can only be ensured by an education system that upholds the “Golden rule” and all that
lies behind the convictions enshrined in liberal, colour blind democracy. As indicated,
xenophobic ockerism serves to remind us what lies just below the surface of civilisation
if vigilance is relaxed.

16
17

Ibid. 10.
Ibid, 13.

18
On Blainey’s anxiety about too much Asian immigration see his, All for Australia (Sydney: Metheuen,
1984) in which he argued that the over Asianisation of Australia would exacerbate racial tensions. See also
Andrew Markus & Merle Ricklefs, (eds) Surrender Australia? Essays on the Study and Uses of History. Geoffrey
Blainey and Asian Immigration (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1985).
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Financially Supporting Our Parish
Christians are called to contribute generously, proportionately and sacrificially to support the
ministry of the Church.
Our Parish’s principal financial support comes from its parishioners. This is supplemented by
fundraising activities throughout the year. This equips the Parish to provide stipends for its clergy,
maintain its churches and grounds and all operational costs. Due to the impact of the pandemic
some fundraising activities and plate collections during services have been suspended.
It is extremely helpful for the Parish if regular giving is made through the direct transfer system.
Our account details for direct giving are:
BSB 702389
Account 05200454
(The receiving institution appears as Indue Ltd)
Alternatively, cheques payable to the Parish of Manuka may be sent to PO Box 3417 Manuka
ACT 2603.
Parish of Manuka Arts Foundation
The Arts Foundation exists to support the creative arts in the Parish. It provides significant
support to our music programme. If you would like to donate to the Parish of Manuka Arts
Foundation please speak to the Rector. Donations over $2 are tax-deductible. Please contact
office@stpaulsmanuka.org.au if you wish to donate to the Arts Foundation so that contact details
for your tax deductible receipt can be collected.
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PARISH CONTACT DETAILS
Parish Office
					
(02) 6239 6148 office@stpaulsmanuka.org.au
				
www.stpaulsmanuka.org.au PO Box 3417 Manuka ACT 2603
Rector

The Rev’d Canon Dr Ben Edwards 0499 704 665 ben@stpaulsmanuka.org.au (day off Monday)
Assisting Clergy
The Rev’d Alipate Tuineau (St David’s Red Hill) alipate@stpaulsmanuka.org.au (day off Friday)
The Rev’d Kay Pendlebury (Pastoral Care co-ordinator) 0409 313 153 kay.pendlebury@ozemail.com.au
Associate Clergy
Canon John Campbell, The Rev’d Elaine Farmer, The Ven. John Gibson, The Rev’d Sandie Kaine,
The Rev’d Gayl Mills, The Rev’d Dr John Moses.

Parish News and Notices are circulated by email and updated on our website. If you would
like to be added to our email distribution list, visit www.stpaulsmanuka.org.au
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